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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we provide an overview of financial technology (FinTech) innovation based on our experience of organizing multiple
FinTech-related events since 2018, including the FinNLP workshop
series, FinWeb workshop series, and FinNum shared task series.
These event series aim to provide a forum for blending the research
of FinTech and artificial intelligence (AI), and further accelerating
the development in the FinTech domain. We hope that with the
researchers’ sharing in these events, the challenging problems will
be identified, and the future research direction will be shaped. Both
the development of the technology and the trend of the focused
topics in the past four years are discussed in this paper. We also
propose a research agenda with the plan of our FinTech-related
events.
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1

FINTECH TREND

Since 2015, financial technology (FinTech) has become a red-hot
topic in the financial industry. At the beginning of the FinTech
trend, improving online services such as internet banking and mobile banking was the main topic of many financial institutions.
During this period, many startups provide new systems with creative ideas to share the common customers in traditional finance.
In addition to providing more convenient services to customers,
improving the staffs’ working efficiency also gets many attentions.
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For example, the tool for collecting information for anti money
laundering [9] and the model for financial fraud detection [18]
are developed. In academia, some long-term discussed topics such
as market information prediction [22, 37] and financial report understanding [10, 28] are explored with the latest neural network
architectures. More fine-grained analyses of financial narratives are
also explored, e.g., numeral understanding [8, 24, 25] and rationale
evaluation [5, 38]. In the introduction stage of the FinTech lifecycle,
various innovative ideas are probed in both industry and academia.
Based on our observation in organizing FinTech-related events,
we find that there are two emerging topics recently, including
regulatory technology (RegTech) [27, 31] and decentralized finance
(DeFi). Along with FinTech getting mature, the regulation toward
new ideas and new services becomes an important issue because
the financial industry is still highly regulated. DeFi is an idea to
put financial services to Web3, and it is also one of the targets of
RegTech developers. Exploring the topics in real-world finance is
the new black in the trend of DeFi. For example, stock valuation is
a common topic in traditional finance, and the non-fungible token
(NFT) valuation [21] is one of the hot topics among DeFi researchers.
Among all topics in FinTech, all eyes are on these two directions
currently.
Although FinTech has flourished for about one decade, we think
that the explored issues are just the tip of the iceberg. Especially,
those related to the Metaverse, i.e., finance in the virtual world,
are still in the early stage. Discovering and understanding the potential of DeFi would be one of the essential topics in the latest
few years. By contrast, embedded finance, i.e., providing financial
services everywhere in the real world, will still be the goal of FinTech developers. The customer service bots [15] and personalized
services [34] would be two important application scenarios. With
the development of new technology, RegTech, of course, should
keep up the pace to protect both users and companies.

2

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGY

This section provides a quick overview of methodologies for addressing FinTech problems. Based on our observation, we can divide
the technologies of the FinTech research into the following three
categories.
(1) Adopting State-of-the-Art Models to Financial Applications: Since the task settings of machine learning models
are similar, it is intuitive to adopt best-performing models for dealing with financial issues. For example, BERT
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or capsule network is shown to perform well in general
classification tasks. These models can also be employed in
domain-specific classification tasks such as stock movement
prediction [23, 37].
(2) Adding Domain-Specific Features to Machine Learning Models: The data in different domains have their own
domain-specific features. For example, containing plenty
of numbers is one of the characteristics of financial narratives [6]. Capturing this feature can improve the performance
of financial document understanding [4]. The empirical analysis results in financial studies could also be taken into account in model construction. For example, the non-GAAP
measures are considered as a kind of the critical information
in financial documents [3]. We can either add this feature
to models for enhancing downstream tasks such as volatility forecasting [7] or analyze the impact of this feature on
the performance of downstream tasks like sentiment analysis [36].
(3) Constructing Tailor-Made Methods for Financial Applications: In order to encode the domain-specific data to
models, some studies investigate tailor-made methods. For
instance, asset prices are the special time-series data in the
financial domain. The representations of companies can be
learned [16]. In addition, co-training with asset price prediction tasks can be applied to enhance the report summarization results [1]. Additionally, encoding transaction networks
among companies [30] and contact histories among companies [33] are also shown useful in financial application
scenarios.

3

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

To be complementary to previous survey papers in FinTech from
several aspects [12–14, 35], we foresee some research directions
and share our thoughts in this section. We will provide a research
agenda and point out the future direction of the series of workshops
and shared tasks that we are planning to organize.

3.1
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of ESG (environmental, social, and governance) in the following
years. Since 2005, the concept of ESG has been proposed by UN
Global Compact. Then, many researchers have started to analyze
the impact of these non-monetary factors and find a way to assess
these impacts [2, 29]. With the effort of researchers, the idea of ESG
has become more mature, and it has gotten lots of attention since
2020. Inspired by these studies, our goal is to borrow the cogitations
and findings in the financial domain to provide possible directions
to the researchers in our community, and further lead them to think
about investing for long-term value and assessing non-monetary
factors like environmental and social impact.
The first step is to probe the fundamental NLP issue: Learning
Semantic Similarities. The FinSim of shared task series [11, 20, 26]
have been held in FinNLP and FinWeb three times. In FinSim-2022,
annual reports and sustainability reports released by companies are
adopted as the resource. The organizers plan to propose (1) a task
related to classifying the given words into ESG-related taxonomy,
and (2) a task related to classifying the given sentences into sustainable or unsustainable descriptions. These semantic learning task
settings are expected to explore the models’ ability to understand
ESG-related terms.
With the exploration in FinSim-2022, we plan to expand FinSim2023 to a more fine-grained setting: adding the time frame and
impact into consideration. That is, when given an event, the task
is aimed at estimating the impact (high/medium/low) and the expected time horizon (short-term/medium-term/long-term) of the
event toward the company. We hope that these tasks could induce
the models to learn to be aware of the time frame and the longerterm assessment of non-monetary events. We also believe that it
would be helpful in downstream tasks such as asset valuation.
In sum, investing for long-term value is a very complex task
in the financial market. In this section, we share our plan in this
direction by proposing new ESG-related tasks. Although we start
with the non-monetary factors, similar ideas and approaches could
be used in monetary factors in the future. Additionally, integrating
both monetary and non-monetary factors would be the final step
for making a long-term value assessment.

Investing for Long-Term Value

When mentioning “Finance”, everything about monetary comes
into most people’s minds. In our community, plenty of research
related to market information prediction has been published every
year. Most previous studies focus on predicting next-day, 3-day, or
30-day market information, but few attempt to discuss a longerterm valuation issue. We argue that considering the long-term
assessment is an important issue in the investment decision-making
process. Taking the definition of “Overweight” rating (the stock will
outperform the average return of the stocks that have been analyzed
by this analyst or this team in the next six to twelve months) in J.P.
Morgan’s professional analyst’s report as an example, professionals
focus on more longer-term evaluation instead of next-day forecast.
That shows the importance of long-term influence assessment, and
the essential to take the time frame into consideration.
Since the long-term influence assessment is a complex issue and
may need a sequence of inferences, we plan to organize a series of
shared tasks to encourage our community to think about it. Instead
of discussing the monetary factors, we pay attention to the concept

3.2

Causality and Rationale Inference

Causality and rationales play important roles in financial analysis [17]. Every investor can make a claim (prediction) on the price
movement, but not all investors can provide a rational analysis
(rationale). Previous studies provide pilot experiments to show that
the investors’ rationales can be classified into several levels based
on the quality [38], and we can also sort out the profitable analysis
based on the characteristics of rationales [5]. Since the financial
market changes all the time, a rational analysis may not lead to a
profitable outcome, and vice versa. That raises two research questions: (1) What is the relationship between the market return and
the rationality of investors’ opinions? (2) How should the rationality
in financial narratives be evaluated?
In order to answer the first research question, we propose a
shared task (ERAI: Evaluating the Rationales of Amateur Investors)
in FinNLP-2022 at EMNLP-2022. This shared task is aimed at sorting
out useful investors’ opinions from social media platforms. Different from previous studies that put all available textual data into
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models for taking advantage of the wisdom of crowds, we argue that
only a few of them really matter. The dataset is available, and the
pilot exploration is already done [5]. We expect that with the brainstorming of participants, the relationship between the rationality
and the profitability of investors’ opinions will reveal.
After exploring a single analysis’ rationality, we plan to estimate
the rationality based on the discussions of a group of investors in
2023. In most cases, an asset can get a deal because two opposite
opinions, i.e., bullish/bearish, exist simultaneously. That means investors’ opinions may differ at the same time due to various reasons
such as different information they observe and different thoughts
on the same event. Based on the logic of “the truth becomes clearer
through debate”, we think that taking the discussions into consideration is a possible direction for guiding us to understand an
opinion’s rationality. In other words, an investor can either agree
or disagree with the other investor’s analysis, and further provide
support or attack to the causality and rationale of the analysis. Capturing this kind of relationship could help models better understand
investors’ discussions.
The second research question, evaluating rationality, is still an
open question. For example, how to verify the logic in an investor’s
analysis is challenging. This question is highly relevant to Explainable AI (XAI). In addition to automatically evaluation, which is
widely-adopted in the early stage [19], human evaluation is the
most common approach to evaluation, especially for the results of
generation tasks. However, human evaluation is time-consuming
and also causes some problems [32]. To address this issue in financial narrative understanding and generating, our 2024’s plan is to
take advantage of the results in 2022 and 2023 to propose an approach for verifying the logic of causality and rationale in financial
narratives.
In a word, causality and rationale inference is challenging in
both task design and evaluation. We believe that the answers will
become much clearer with the series of explorations proposed in
this section.

3.3

Professional-Like Generation

In addition to the inference of financial narratives, expressing the results, including analysis and prediction, is essential to constructing
a more robust AI. We separate the financial opinion into premises
(rationale) and claims (prediction) and introduce the components
of financial opinions in our previous work [6]. When generating
financial documents and narratives, we can still separate the target
into premises and claims.
Based on our observation [4], premise generation would be more
difficult than claim generation, because investors, especially professionals, always write a claim with some patterns. For example, “We
estimate the [Monetary Factor] will be [Direction] for [Estimation]
in the following [Time Frame].” is a common pattern when making
claims, where [Monetary Factor] could be EPS, earnings, cost, sales,
and any monetary factor that previous works attempt to predict;
[Direction] reveals the results of the prediction under binary classification task, i.e., increase/decrease; [Estimation] is a numeral that
provides more details of the forecast; [Time Frame] is the expected
validity period of this claim. Thus, claim generation could be a kind
of the cloze test. When given the available data and [Monetary
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Factor], models can learn to predict the [Direction], and estimate
the [Estimation] and [Time Frame]. With the given pattern and the
forecasts, fluent claims can be generated. Thus, in our opinion, the
major issue in claim generation is still the accuracy of the forecasts.
Among the aforementioned forecasts, [Time Frame] is the topic
with fewer discussions. Thus, in addition to the ESG-related time
frame dataset proposed in Section 3.1, we plan to release a dataset
for financial opinions’ validity period identification and inference.
After addressing the time frame issue, the performance of claim
generation in financial claims would become better.
Regarding premise generation, we think that there are three
steps, including (1) fact abstraction, (2) related [Monetary Factor]
inference, and (3) importance ordering. Because of several existing
facts, such as news, financial reports, earnings conference calls, and
crowd discussions at the time point of generating financial analysis,
it is important to extract important facts from plenty of information.
We call this step — fact abstraction. Firstly, it is still challenging
for models to digest long documents or lots of multimodal data
simultaneously. Thus, abstracting factors is essential. Secondly,
when generating reports, professionals will not say that “Based on
the information in the financial report, we estimate ...”. For readers,
that is too coarse to understand the rationales. Therefore, sorting
out the key points of facts, which would influence the decision, is
necessary. This is the reason why we need the second step — related
[Monetary Factor] inference. Because the facts may influence the
change of different [Monetary Factor], identifying which [Monetary
Factor] will be influenced by the given factor become the next step
of factor abstraction. Till this step, we can generate a sentencelevel financial analysis: “Because [Factor Abstract], we estimate
the [Monetary Factor] will be [Direction] for [Estimation] in the
following [Time Frame]”, which contains both premises and claims
and the [Monetary Factor] is not a given condition but an inferred
result.
However, investors’ will not use such cause-effect sentences to
form financial documents and narratives. Additionally, we could
generate several sentence-level financial analyses based on each factor. Therefore, selecting the most important parts and merging them
into a paragraph or article becomes the next issue — importance ordering. The challenge in this step is not to order the sentence-level
analysis, but to consider all factors simultaneously. There would
have three choices for each factor: keeping, merging, and removing.
That is, we need to keep the important fact, merge some similar
narratives, and remove those piddling sentences. Based on the results of these operations, we need to re-estimate by considering
cross-factor relationships. Finally, we can make inferences based
on the generated claims sequentially. For example, investors may
make forecasts for the next four quarters. When we generate the
analyses for 2022 Q3 at 2022 Q1, we should not make the prediction
based on the data of 2022 Q1 only, but also consider the generated
analyses for 2022 Q2. In this step, the explorations in Section 3.2
will provide some clues.
In sum, the professional-like generation task integrates the concepts of long-term value assessment and the notions of causality
and rationale inference, and attempts to deliver the models’ output
in the natural language form. Because our goal is to construct an
intelligent machine for the financial domain, in our opinion, this is
one of the critical topics in FinTech with NLP.
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4

CONCLUSION

This paper briefly summarizes the FinTech trend in the past four
years based on the authors’ observations during organizing FinTechrelated events. Some future directions point out for the researchers
interested in this field. The directions of developing the technology for solving financial problems are also present. We hope this
overview could help newcomers quickly understand where we are
now and where we are going to be. With the sharing of our ongoing plans, we look forward to facilitating the cooperation among
all researchers interested in these directions for accelerating the
development of the listed crucial issues.
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